Linea Rossa by Inforad

The World’s Smallest
Speed Camera Warning System

Unbelievable… it’s no bigger than a USB key!

It’s the smallest, most sophisticated, best value for money GPS speed camera warning system available
today… Comprising the very latest GPS technology, the INFORAD K1 is the first product from a
new breed of road legal driver safety aids - «Linea Rossa by Inforad».

N°1 in GPS accuracy - a real revolution!
Beyond its miniature size, the K1’s cutting edge SiRF Star III GPS technology gives it industry leading pinpoint accuracy at the lowest possible price...
Retailing at an astounding £49.99 - lower than the cost of a speeding fine - the K1 Deluxe includes free lifetime
updates to INFORAD’s renowned and validated speed camera database, Genuine Leather holder and Mains USB
power supply. There is nothing on the market to beat it!

INFORAD K1 - a ‘Must’ for all safety conscious drivers
With ever increasing speed
camera density and traffic, any
device that makes for safer
drivers while saving money is
always welcome. The K1’s small,
compact size coupled with its
low weight means it easily clips
to your windscreen, your rear view mirror, even your car’s sun visor.
Its on board rechargeable battery removes the need for cumbersome cables and mounting brackets.
Benefiting from the highest level of technology, In particular it has
a built in re-chargeable battery and it processor is the GPS SIRF
starIII the No.1 GPS satellite chip set technology.The power and
quality of this technology inside the K1 has put us as the leader in
the GPS product market
In the world of GPS speed camera detectors, the K1 is compatible
with all vehicles. With its size and quality, we are without a doubt
beginning a new era in consumer products.
INFORAD Ltd has lead the way with our other products since
2004 (v1.v2, v3, v4e ), but today the K1 is a revolution…
www.gpsinforad.com

Linea Rossa by Inforad :
Design, stylishness, and… legal
The INFORAD K1 is the first product
of a new line of distinguished and esthetic products “Linea Rossa by Inforad ” is
associated with high technology
“Linea Rossa” has been created to be
recognised at a glance that offers high
quality products and technology.
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Specifications

Visual and sound alarms

GPS receiver
TM
SiRF starIII
Accuracy
Position: <2.5m
Starting when cold: <36s
Starting after warming up: <1s
Sensibility :
Acquisition: -143 dBm
Chase: -160 dBm
USB built in
Battery Li-Ion 220mAh rechargeable integrated
Endurance of 4:30 hours
Power car USB charger
Trip recorder
Visual and sound alarms
Dimensions:
Length 2.95 in – Width 1.1 in 20mm
Height 67 in – weight: 1 oz
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